
Selection of comments made during Consultation 

The footbridge is unfit for purpose. 

It’s not easy for pushchairs to use the footbridge. 

This is a very busy road/ Traffic is heavy  

Speeding is a problem – 30mph speed limit is ignored 

Central islands at crossing points are too small for family groups 
(particularly with pushchairs) 

Some better crossing facility is needed for the clinic /school children 

Footbridge is unsightly/ugly 

Footbridge is never used 

Alternative crossings are not 100% safe 

Crossing near Health Centre is not OK due to bus bay 

No footbridge will reduce safety and independence for young people 

Replace footbridge or provide a pelican crossing 

Replace the footbridge whatever the cost 

A zebra crossing would cause chaos 

The footbridge is the only safe way to cross road (Pelican crossings are 
not safe) 

A footbridge or a similar safe crossing is needed 

Construction of A3 diverted traffic flow for majority of users 

Traffic islands are not a safe alternative 

SCC should re-build footbridge 

Increased numbers of pupils at St Andrews in recent years 

Freedom to walk to school independently for some Y6 pupils will be 
denied if footbridge is removed 

A pelican crossing would be much better than the footbridge but needs to 
be closer to the Medical Centre 

Cannot imagine doing without the footbridge 

Physical speed control is needed in this area 



Enjoyed using the footbridge 

The footbridge is a great landmark 

The footbridge is regularly used by pupils 

Traffic has generally increased since footbridge was built 

Need a new footbridge or a Zebra crossing 

50 children get bus from stop opposite Clinic 

Access to clinic makes adjacent crossing busy 

Was planning to use footbridge I the future for unsupervised school run 

Why are there speed controls in Seven Hills Road where nobody seems 
to use pathways and not here? 

It feels dangerous crossing on islands particularly when a HGV passes 

What about a pelican crossing instead of the footbridge? 

A speed camera would be a good idea 

The footbridge is needed for access to common 

I live in Denby Road and haven’t used footbridge or seen anyone on it 

We need a better crossing than islands 

No objection to removal but speed control and safe crossing points are 
needed 

Police station crossing is no good as an alternative 

I wish to raise road safety concerns 

Welcome removal from aesthetic point of view but would not want to 
compromise safety - maybe a pelican crossing is needed 

Replace footbridge with additional signs to motorists and a pelican 
crossing 

Zebra crossing with traffic lights at peak times 

Controlled pedestrian crossing is needed opposite Cobham Health 
Centre 

Good idea to remove footbridge – glad to see it go 

Stones were thrown from the footbridge onto cars causing damage and 
potential injury on more than one occasion  



Good idea but a sign is needed to warn of children crossing 

Fully endorse proposal to remove footbridge – have never seen anyone 
on footbridge and it is an eyesore 

Bridge is mostly used by dog-walkers 

Children taking bus don’t use the footbridge – they use the crossing 
island instead 

Railings should be removed too 

Why wasn’t it removed sooner? 

Alternative arrangements in place would be fully adequate 

Crossings need to be made more visible 


